Child Psychology Meta: Solution
Cyrus “Cy” Kohsis, LICSW, has fused data from his various patients, creating an
overlay puzzle. Each jumble of letters, when separated, reveals the beginning and
end of a clue phrase.
The next step of the puzzle is to connect the two ends by using the words from
each of the Social Studies puzzles’ answers. In the Private Eye division, small
riddles clue toward which answer to use; Gumshoes have the matching puzzles
named outright. In order presented, the clue phrases (with the word or words
linking the two in bold) are:
Geography (WHERE’S THE BEEF)
The one who / W
 here’s The / Roman Laurels: CAESAR
(A homophone on “where’s/wears” is in play!)
Toasted / B
 eef / Sandwich: HAMBURGER
Public Health (PAINKILLER)
Scary Stories / K
 iller / Living Scarecrow: HAROLD
Enterprise / Pain / Reliever: MCCOY (“Bones” McCoy)
History (SONG DYNASTY)
“Dog Eat Dog” / S
 ong / Writer Adam: ANT
Forsythe’s / Dynasty / Billing: TOP (John Forsythe was the star!)
Political Science (FIRST AMENDMENT)
Man who sent the / First / President email: CLINTON
Thirteenth / A
 mendment / warrior: GRANT (Ulysses S. Grant literally fought in
the Civil War, making him the “warrior” for it)

Solvers now have a list of eight answers. Seven belong to a set, while the eighth
clues to it. The seven “set” answers are HAMBURGER, HAROLD, MCCOY, ANT,
TOP, CLINTON, and GRANT, while the eighth--CAESAR--is the clue.
What do all of these answers have in common? Simple--hills!
-Hamburger Hill: location of a Vietnam War battle
-Harold Hill: main character of The Music Man
-McCoy: A clue to Hank McCoy (of X-Men), which in turn clues Hank Hill, main
character of K
 ing of the Hill. Looking back, we realize this “double-layer” clue was
too challenging.
-Anthill: Self-explanatory.
-Hilltop: Self-explanatory.
-Hilary Clinton: “Hill” is a nickname of “Hilary”
-Grant Hill: Famous Celtics basketball player.
Combining seven “Hills” with the word CAESAR leads to the meta-answer:
THE SEVEN HILLS OF ROME!

